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276 Yes, it is a fact that you will have many setbacks; costing you money and time and if you lack

patience you will give up, and blame John Searl for their own failures. That too is a FACT.

277 Here is a proof from our man in Rochester, New York, USA. What actually happens when you

get your sums wrong?

Yes, it is true that the Searl Technology involves a massive learning curve that calls for absolute

faith, patience, and determination of an order that only a few Homo sapiens have the ability to

demonstrate today.

This state of affairs of the world is sad to witness, with our energy needs in the hands of the

wrong people; and topping that problem is the slowly running out of the fuel that Homo sapiens

are addicted and determined to use.

I have and still do inform the heads of governments about the pending problems and that they

should study the Searl Effect as a suitable solution to our problems. It is doubtful that such

heads actually see these communications because they have an army of idiots to handle

communications; to make certain that the heads of state never see these suggestions by binning

them and returning their special standard reply.

That represents another step towards the pending world disaster.

FACT:

This is the first results tried

with the element termed

Cerium whose symbol is Ce

and its atomic number is 58.

Right away I see a major

problem as it is two steps

below the recommended

lowest level to use.

This illustrates that you must

get your sums right or loose

your money and the time

value that was employed in

creating this work.

As you can witness it

completely disintegrate after

70 hours. WOW!

Another wrong brother joins

the rank of members.
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276 Just to prove that perseverance will pay of, here is another sample from that man in New York.

FACT: This picture shows his final parts which have been stable since October 1994.

FACT: Martin and Ken Plate one; clearly shows the problem crater in the middle of the

magnetic layer – the heart of that plate; made in Stockholm, Sweden.
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277 Richard Balding got what I warned him would happen if he would not listen to me and

implemented what I had advised him to do.

Our man in Rochester, Finbarr, Bredan and Martin with ken did opposite to my instructions

which were clearly get the Magnetic layer right first. This saves both time and money.

The problem is every one wants to be first. John Searl is an old man and lost his marbles, he is

just giving us bullshit that is not necessary.

So that is why there are so many S.E.G.’s in the shops today because John Searl has forgotten

how to do it, and they know you don’t have to do it like that, you only need to do it like this –

and they did it like that and that resulted in failure – that’s expertise in failure.

278 Now our man in California is making certain that he don’t fall into that trap; because he can’t

afford to waste such money: just like me, I too can’t afford to loose such amount of money.

279

This is that man who is undertaking this massive task of

proving the Searl Effect does exists and it can be mass

produced.

He is indeed a true Human Being, a wonderful person to

know and to have working for you, and he does do what I

request of him. That is why he is winning where others have

failed.
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FACT: We cannot afford such costly losses as this. This actual plate in which you have now

seen two photos off, I took at the time with an old camera a Canon A1.

This plate disappeared along with my first 1946 true roller set. John Thomas actually witnessed

and tested them. These were demonstration rollers for visitors of the past.

How do I work out these impossible figures for the construction of such a device?

68 110 47 117

131 33 96 82

89 75 138 40

54 124 61 103
FACT: These true values represent a work out for the construction of the plate concept as an

illustration only on how you can work out the figures. It actually represents one face out of a

cube’s values in the correct format. From these values, the weight of that plate would be 342

grams if you were working in grams.
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280

FACT: This is what was in this very room before the robbery on Monday 25
th

 August 2003. It

cannot show all the mass of equipment stored here for the go ahead of the DVD and the two

metre model, let alone what was stolen in equipment from the bedroom while I was

hospitalized.

281

FACT: Beside me is one of the 5 who robbed me; his name Luis Jarrio, the man who spent two

years looking for me at cost; then invested £2,000.00 to encourage me back to restart the work

again following the robbery by my own family. He spent much money on advertising to get me

in a home in London; so he could help me – then became a burglar of my personal equipment.

This ends for the fourth time the success of this technology.
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I return home a few days later from hospital to find £50,000.00 containing my life’s work

missing. Within minutes Finbarr arrived and was shocked to see what had happen and called the

police.

I phone Luis answer machine and told him that I never knew that he was an evil bastard, you

have forfeited all your rights in relation to this technology and lost all your investment as

punishment as all the others connected to this robbery; directly or indirectly.

282 I never had any reply nor had any contact with him since that robbery. John Thomas did talk to

him on the phone in reference of his part of the robbery in which he replied that Peter was an

expert in legal law and said that he had the rights to enter and remove my property.

NOTE: Luis and his sister had a free flight to the Canary Island for 10 days free vacation while

I slaved every day with long hours to make that vacation for them.

That is the reality of my world and so to those of you that publicly make remarks that insult my

intelligence, you should be a shame of yourself. You do not have any grounds by which you can

hold your head up high, lower it in disgrace for you have also played a part in delaying this

technology from reaching the marketplace.

283 Now, let us see what real honest people are doing:
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That case of parts were purchased for me by that man in California so I can connect the Canon

10D camera to the microscope; as soon as I move into a much larger place then this, so I can

take images of the material being check by me for this project now under re-development.

The same man also purchased the microscope for my camera to be attached to.

FACT: He had to buy measuring equipment to undertake this project - Copper layer weight.
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FACT: Here is another view of the work just done; I have the feeling that must be Alnico 8.

Our man has to mill down to size from the raw material to obtain the most accurate

measurement possible.

He is indeed doing an extremely good job of it.
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The Directors

SISRC Limited

London, UK.

1
st
 November 2000

Dear Sirs,

In a telephone conversation with Martin Colborne on the 1
st
 November 2000, I was informed that some,

part or all of my Intellectual Property Rights relating to SET have been assigned, exchanged or

promised to a third party, investor or the Prototype Development Fund (PDF) without my knowledge.

This action is contrary to the old licensing agreement.

I hereby revoke the old licence agreement as I consider the terms and conditions have been breeched.

Please be advised that any further communications between us should be in writing.

Yours Sincerely

Prof John R.R. Searl

Controller of the Searl Effect Technology.

Author, Lecturer, Head of R&D.

284 This is just one letter that was issued to Martin in reference to what he was doing behind my

back.

285 In fact, I found out much later that Martin had ordered all persons involved not to inform me of

what they were doing or who was doing what.

286 Why should such an action been taken – except that they intended to steal my life’s work.

287 This is a major problem, everyone wants to steal it and are determined that I should not know

who is actually involved in their plans.

288 Richard Balding honesty is also at stake, when he presented his contract to me, there were two

main sections marked for corrections that he promised me that he would correct it.

289 Yet, at the board meeting I was horrified to see those two sections were still intact. I objected

but the others accepted it; a criminal act successfully carried out before my eyes. Clearly, this

was a plan by Martin and Ken, using Balding as an idiot to do their dirty work of conning the

law.

290 Therefore, Richard Balding is guilty by association of this crime and the burglary that followed.
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291 Let me give you break here and look at the past to prove that these experts who claim that I

don’t meet people to tell them about this technology are sure out of date or dreaming that they

are experts.

FACT: Pat Bailey at the INE conference.

FACT: John Thomas and myself at the Tesla Society Colorado Springs live broadcast session

where people could phone in question to us to answer. Amazing my name cause those to all

loose their tongue.
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FACT: Top photo:  shows a closer short of John and me doing the live radio broadcast at the

Tesla conference. It is one only of the broadcasts while at that conference.

Bottom photo: A close up of poor old me at that live broadcast.

At that conference I was requested to do three sessions due to public demand.

All my books that were on sell there; were quickly sold out. That is also a FACT!
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FACT: At this radio broadcast John is worried about my health plus the difficult for me to hear

what is stated. But like any good father he was there to assist whenever the need occur.

292 I take break here and lets look at some of the results which our man in Rochester, NY. USA

achieved.

FACT: This is a copy of one photo on file here, by using fine iron dust to trace out the

magnetic fields.

This is the top view of the magnetic fields; this was the result of some early test samples.

There is a field that appears to go outwards in all direction to the rim.
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FACT: More sample photos of the work done by the man in Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
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FACT: These iron dust shows the achieved effects which our man got a few years ago.

293 The Searl Effect is nothing like the magnetic effects that you know; as our magnetic systems are

housed inside of bubbles that act as a wave.

These bubbles get larger as they move towards the top of the wave then slowly it reduces in size

on approach to the zero point of the wave; then swings to the opposite polarity as the bubbles

grow larger as they reach the negative peak.

From zero point to peak positive and back to zero point then on to peak negative point and

return to zero point is termed one cycle.

The smallest bubble contains just four points of magnetic force; while the largest contains

sixteen such points.

294 Now the interesting thing is that there are two waves which actually flow; one of which passes

down through the material and the other passes around the material.

This action allows the roller sets to run either clockwise or anti-clockwise depending on the

contact point of the wave reaction.
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295

FACT: The equilibrium diagram of Nd – Pt, I call it the fingerprint of the two elements.

Symbol Pt stands for Platinum whose atomic number is 78. You maybe wondering, what does

that have to do with the S.E.G.

Well indirectly everything. It is an element just like Nd, but whose functions are different to

that of Nd.

By studying how their individual functions changes when one element is mixed with another

helps to guide me in the choice of materials to use. There is still much to learn about materials.

While back there in 1946 there was very little known about Nd. Yet it has become in my

lifetime a powerful magnetic material.
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296 People for some insane reason believe that I do not try to interest government officials to obtain

backing.

The above letter leads me to apply to tender the Kenya request for energy technology. Please to

state that I did end up in the four remaining options. The problem I had was no team to proceed

with the work so the Japanese won that contract.

297 One power company did accept the S.E.G. concept but the problem there was that it they

wanted it done in their laboratory. The advice of the businessperson who undertook the

translation and viewed that laboratory felt the S.E.G. was much too advanced. He was worried

about what would happen after the S.E.G was completed; he advised me not to take that offer

up and forget it.

298 I have accepted many offers and all turned out that they would own everything.
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299 I do receive many E-mails from around the world. Some forwarded over to me for a reply.

On February 23
rd

 2006 at 20:19:58, I received this transfer from John Thomas that he received

from a Mr Jonathan Frewin at the BBC:

Hello there.

A listener has suggested that we explore the Searl Effect Generator in relation to alternative

energy technologies, and recommends that we take a look at “Antigravity: The Dream Made

Reality”. Direct International Science Consortium publishes it, I gather.

Are you able to send a review copy to us at the address below?

Many thanks.

Jonathan.

Jonathan Frewin.

Business Programmes.

BBC World Service.

Room 415SE.

Bush House.

Aldwych.

London WC2B 4PH

John Thomas pass it to me to ask what I thought of it, I informed him to go ahead and send a

copy of it to him and see what happens.

Because it is a business program, nothing will probably happen, we shall just have to wait and

see what the reality of that book is on him.

300 So you: the public can help to make the change to cleaner energy systems by just writing into

your local TV, Radio or press unit like this listener did, it got a response, they are looking in to

it to see if it is suitable for their program.

The more people write in, the more interest appears to make such a program.

These program makers have no idea what this man named John Searl is about or what he does.

So how can it be possible for them to make a program until they hear about the subject?

It takes the effort of many to make something happen, also you must remember that there are

far more idiots out there who will do whatever they can to block it; just to show off what an

expert nut case they are.

Yes, in their weird minds they are expert (weirdoes).

Unfortunately, viewed from my medical training, I feel sorry for them; I often wonder if a

medical dose of 25 strokes of the birch would help to cure their mental problem?

It might just work, perhaps then instead of an anti-human we would get a human person that

actually helps to clean up this mess man has created by his greed.
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D.I.S.C.

USA

DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM, INC.
TOMORROW’S ENERGY AND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

February 22, 2006

John A. Thomas Jr., CEO Prof. John R. R. Searl

373 Rock Beach Rd. 5 Guileful,

Rochester, Brodhead, Strand

New York 14617-1316 Graham Park Estate,

Ph: (585)-467-2694 London    NW9 5PN

Fax: (585)-338-2663 GREAT BRITAIN

Cell: (585)-739-5575 011-44-208-358-3472

Dear Mr. Frewin,

I am working with an inventor in England, (Prof. John R. R. Searl). We are developing

a circular linear motor/generator that runs on a magnetic bearing, which generates no

pollution.

The story of Prof. Searl’s early work is contained in my book.

Please accept my book as a gift. I am sure you will enjoy it.

A concerted effort is ongoing today to reproduce this technology for the entire world.

You can reach Prof. Searl at the number above or you are welcome to call me at any

time.

Sincerely,

John A. Thomas.

Today, Friday February 24, 2006, I e-mailed Jonathan Frewin to inform him of

my website for the business world. Soon after I phoned, his office again told

the man that my website is for the businessperson and that I have given John

Thomas ok to send his book to him; but that it was for the average person, not

intended for the businessperson or investor – reply that he understood and

will pass the message on.
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301 Latest news Friday 24
th

 February 2006 just received a reply from Jonathan Forewing that he is

now looking at this website and requests a password so he can see this report.

He also requests the name and address of the man filming my lecture in Scotland...

I have replied to his two requests with the details; maybe there is a 0.001% chance that he may

consider quoting this work undertaken on to the world news of the BBC – who knows?

I do not rely on it considering that it takes many bottles to inform people of some project that is

under development that will enrich their lives beyond their wildest dreams.

I know that no one can possible imagine the benefits such a device can bring to the world, not

only as a clean energy source, but also a health source that has no equal to it.

302 I am lucky to be able to see what lies ahead; for there are two roads that lead us forward:

(a) Road to a paradise.

(b) Road to complete destruction of the planet.

Unfortunately, all information coming in from satellites are betting on option (b) as the one

winning that race at this time.

Greed is the major problem for this state of affairs that will continue at an ever increasing pace

unless firm action is taken to restrict its growth while there is hope that we can.

The S.E.G. cannot on its own solve the major problems we have created and still doing without

a care in the world of the damage that we are doing at this time. It will take time for the S.E.G.

to achieve any major success; as we cannot change all transport to this technology overnight

that will take many years to achieve.

Nor can the S.E.G. change your energy system overnight, that too will take time to achieve. In

the meantime your children are loosing their rights for a tomorrow. And they have the rights to

blame you for that condition; because you did not care about them and their future. Just your

own importance as long as you are all right, damn everyone else; they can go to hell!

303 As a human being; I cannot just sit here and do the same as you. I must try to do the impossible

to delay the execution of planet earth which does not look extremely good base on satellite data

now available.

How on earth, did this Planet earth get into the state it is now experiencing?

Were all those atomic bombs tests that started this fast decline of planet earth’s health; add to

that the global warming problem that we are so proudly achieved.

I can truly understand that the experts do not want the blame of their errors of that time,

preferring self-glorification.

Their expertise was far more important than the mass destruction of planet earth or the future

well being of the planet as a whole.
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304 Today 24
th

 February 2006, I received a parcel from our engineering technician, our man in the

U.S.A. who is undertaking this redevelopment work.

I photographed what was in it as I open it, before touching anything that was inside and here is

that photo, this is what I witnessed:

FACT: What you are witnessing are samples of four layer components that form one segment

of the roller set.

Our man who is undertaking this work is on a learning curve, having never been involved in

this field of work before.

He needed to practice doing the work with this lathe that he has obtain and repaired before

going ahead with the real work.

My eyes recognised that his achievement is amazing, and to explain what we are seeing is from

the left to right – emitter – accelerator – control gate – emitter plus accelerator assembled,

still rapped up for protection from the air is the collector.

The second item from your left is the finished work of like samples on page 1, 2 and 3 that

commenced this article.

This is also an example of the quality of the workmanship that is required for the S.E.G.;

anything less you can bin it.

They been sent for me to check (that he got it right). This will be how any new major project

should precede; it will result in both savings in time and money.

Something which to date; so many others have never done – proving yet again; that I am correct

in my requirements for the redevelopment of the S.E.G.

Remember that these are just test samples but I can confirm that his work performance is

perfect for the task that lies ahead for him.

And he has every right to be proud of his efforts, as I am also proud to have him working with

me.

He is indeed a human being who truly cares for the health of this planet – as I also do.
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FACT: Another equilibrium diagram; this time it is Nd with Pr .which shows some of our

understanding that must be studied if we are going to get the best results from the elements in

our daily existence.

The symbol Pr refers to the element Praseodymium whose atomic number is 59.

I am quite aware of the fact that different authors and organizations sometimes use the opposite

convention in distinguishing these symbols and their relationship.

In reality, an international drive to obtain a standard world agreement is without doubt proving

a problem. But I shall stay with the international standard that is present at this time of writing.

As I am not at this time going to add any other element to Nd for this work, we have

nevertheless made enquiries with a company about adding 1% of silver to Nd that is NdAg, they

said that would be no problem but it would be costly.

That is the word which frightens me, it will be more costly.

The question is clear that I have a choice: do I add or don’t I add, appears as if that is a simple

question to answer.

Alas it is not a simple question; problem is will the extra cost give extra power output?
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306 Today, Friday 24
th

 February our man in black replied to Jonathan of the BBC as follows:

Hello Jonathan,

I am the film maker contracted by Professor Searl to bring his story to the public. There are

details that the good Professor holds in confidence with those around him, for obvious reasons.

However, this is a brief explanation in layman’s terms.

John Searl has sought to prove his theories RE: Magnetism and layered elements for nearly all

of his life. The conference at Middlesex University 1996 demonstrated for all to see that certain

elements in a specific way will produce a measurable charge (volts). See my “London Report”

publish in New Energy News and Fusion Facts, 1997.

The question is, can this reservoir of charge be amplified and used?

The proof that one round magnet will spin around another came at the Scotland conference,

May 2005, using a device designed and built for one purpose. John Searl needed to show that a

magnetic field printed on the segment (round magnet) would form a sine wave as measured by a

gauss meter and oscilloscope. This proof was indisputable. The sine wave is there.

I have film record of these events and much more.

Professor J. R. R. Searl is one of the few great minds blessed with the ability to think laterally.

His vision is not clouded by that which appears to be impossible.

I looked forward to your response.

Best regards

BKL FILMS.

Our Man in Black was replying to this email that he received today.

Dear xxxxx

I was given your email address by the inventor of the Searl Effect generator, and am interested

in learning a bit more about this device.

I gather that you were present at a demonstration of the effect last May in Scotland, and wonder

if you have any recollections from that event which you could share with me?

Thanks in advance.

Jonathan.

Jonathan Frewin.

Business programs

BBC World Service.

307 You demanded the truth and that is precisely what you are getting; and if you do not like it, then

you should not have demanded it.
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308 Your question is has John Thomas seen this magnetic demonstration or has he visited you?

FACT: Yes, there is John Thomas from the USA in blue shirt sitting next to me at a progress

study in this very room. The chap on from me is from Turkey and the rest are from Germany.

Yes he did see and test the very first rollers that I made in 1946 and can confirm what he

witnessed.

FACT: Here is John Thomas and myself being interview on film in Hollywood.
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309 Here is another photo of Mark Eliot, arrived here for the first time before he came to do the

documentary on the 28
th

 day of August 2001 at 1104 hours and departed at 1610 hours.

FACT: Mark Eliot from Australia doing filming in this house as equipment is slowly building

up; I am explaining what he is watching on the computer. This was before the filming for

discovery channel.
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FACT: Here is another shot of Mark Eliot who likes to impress you that he will send you a

copy of the footage he just done – years later still no footage. At that time, the work was

progressing slowly as I had only recently moved in here after the last robbery.  I had lost

everything in relating to house furniture and everything for cooking and eating. All of which I

had to come from my pension payments.
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FACT: At Sony Centre, Harrow to purchased equipment most of which was from my pension

money advance block of which reduced my monthly payment to just £60.37 per month.

FACT: All these member of the staff can confirm that I brought this equipment from my own

visa card not a company visa card as the mastermind of the burglary claims; I never had one.

After that robbery, Peter went there and told the manager that he had sacked me and he was in

charge – REALLY, there we have a sheer case of the blind leading the blind.
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FACT: Here the manager then is showing me what I need to do to insert the double up of the

memory of the laptop which I had purchased from them a few months earlier.

Surprised that Peter and his gang failed to take it, or they were disturbed before they could get

around stealing it.
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311 Now let’s look at more details of these burglars:

FACT: This was a con by Martin and Ken to continue to suck money from Richard Balding.

FACT: Another con in progress only this time it is to make it look more real; that is the back of

Martin Colborne.

This 10
th

 of April 2002 photo taken to show Richard Balding proof that everything is going

ahead as planned.
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312 I took along Peter to take the photos and we departed to see this exciting development

workplace.

Joining us with camera was Richard Huntly and Martin Colborne. Ken Gibbs will be at the

place wherever that was.

We were taken around in circles to get there, intended to fool us as to where that place was,

clearly, they own my technology and I must not know what is going on.

Peter arrived here at 1000 hours, extremely excited about what he would be seeing.

Then Richard and Martin arrived here and we departed from my home at 1134 hours in great

excitement as to what we would be witnessing as the great achievement.

Remember they are not company members but club members under licence per month (which

was not paid due the fact they robbed me of that money)

We arrived there at 1230 hours, with a shock as it appeared like a council rubbish place. I agree

the building was extremely large but inside it was no better than a rubbish dump.

Martin, who led the group, deliberately took us around in circles to arrive to this place to

confuse us as to where that it was. Now ask yourself, what was the purpose of that?

It is my technology, my ownership and yet clearly, the evidence was showing that they had

already stolen my technology. It seemed impossible to take photos of what we were witnessing.

Having wasted time to get there I was determined to get some photos.

Where was this van with the magnetiser in it?

Where were these plates and roller sets?

Richard Balding must had already given them _ million pounds, where was that money,

certainly was not shown. I ended up without a penny from that contract.

I told them all that there was nothing to record but wasted time, a con. This is just a scrap yard

based on this Balding if he had any intelligence, would stop backing them.

So everyone started to clean a section of the building and find a couple of benches to set them

up with bits and to look like something was happening there, and a large sheet was hang behind

the bench to enhance the area to be photograph.

They were desperate to convince Balding to continue to give them money as he was promising

to stop funding the work.

What you see in these photos was a con to get money from Balding. Nothing worked there.

Peter and I noticed some equipment that had been stolen from me earlier while the goods were

store at Martin’s home.

I ask Ken to produce the latest ring but he refused to do that, surely any Judge would declare

that he was breaking every condition of the licence and showing absolute evidence that he

suffered from obsessive compulsive disorder that he owns my technology and therefore could

refuse my requests.
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In my book that I was writing at that time I show these photos and stated that if they had got

things powered up and function it would be more exciting.

FACT: You see that I am there and witnessed the con, clearly not happy what I witnessed.

FACTS: Nothing here worked, the purpose was just one, to fool Balding to continue paying

them money, which he foolishly continued to give them. He did not attend this great open day.
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FACT: Close up of the con to fool Balding – strange it appears that it worked for them.

FACT: This con as stated in my book of that period, it would have been nice if someone were

operating it. After all I sure did much coil winding every day at work as an apprentice at the

British Electrical rewinds then situated in Grays Inn Road, London to become an electrical

engineer.

You can understand how I felt seeing a machine standing there collecting dust, where in fact I

could have been using it to undertake coil developments for the pending research work.
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313 The first board meeting which I got invited to; took place on the 31
st
 October 2000 at David

Jones (Solicitor) office at 18 Bedford Row, London; purpose being an introduction to the party.

I took along Natashia Roumirntseva from St Petersburg, Russia who was staying with me for

one month. We then meet up with Martin Colborne and Ken Gibbs at Holborn station from

where we made our way to this meeting.

Richard Huntly was not present at this meeting. At David office we meet both David and

Richard Balding.

It was apparent to me that David Jones was a great friend of Richard Balding. And I sense that

David had invested money with Martin upon my technology.

Richard Balding was not talking shop as such but trying to introduce himself as a business man;

in fact Richard took us all round to see those he had set up in business.

I admit that what we were being shown was true, then he certainly had helped a couple of

people to set up business, who appeared to done well out of it.

After which Martin and Ken went off with Balding and Jones to the pub, and Natashia and I

returned home to do what normal couples do; that is, to cook a meal and sit down and watch

television.

Natashia was a foreman of a ship building company in Russia, she was extremely sad to return.
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FACT: Here is a close up view of that coil winding machine; you can witness that it is not

powered up. I cannot help wondering if it ever was used, or was it just a show off to Balding to

impress him to part with more of his cash to them.

The question to my mind is who was intended to operate it?

Was it Richard Hodkins, who appears to me more adaptable?
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314 Why did I make that statement reference to Richard Hodkins is based upon at least two visits to

Martin Colborne home where I could not help seeing him there working on a lathe which latter I

discovered was from Peter.

How come Martin was able to buy or obtain this machine from Peter?

But it appears also that Luis had also dealings with Martin and did things for Martin, not only

that Peter had given Luis an oscilloscope to repair the Prof. Tape deck which I had given him

and he appears to had put it out of action and Peter came back with it I again fixed it for but it

appears that Peter fooled about with it and again stopped it working this time he got Luis to do

it. He must have been embarrassed to come back again to me to fix it.

How did Peter became involved with them, it surprised me that sure is a FACT.

There were other meetings with Richard Balding as follows:

7th of November 2000 at Richards Balding personal flat in London; the purpose of which was

to listen to his proposed plan for forming a company structure for the redevelopment of the

S.E.G.

Again I took Natashia alone with me for this meeting.

Also present at this meeting was Martin Colborne, Ken Gibbs and this time Richard Huntly. It

was proposed that I should look for a suitable house that would meet my needs and he would

buy it for me.

20
th

 November 2000, Richard arrives here so I could take him to see the house that I had

selected and bargain with the owner to reduce his price and include some furniture, carpets,

Curtains etc. Balding like the place and stated he would obtain it for me.

He sign the house contract with the owner and gave me a cheque to buy the T-switch needed for

the PC.

I would be able to live in that building rent free until the SEG was completed then the deeds

would be handed to me. But I would have to pay the council tax myself.

This I did; but on these terms I could not move in as tenant, in case at the end of the day it was

not handed over to me as stated.

But I did move a lot of stuff in to that building to ease the space here.

30
th

 November 2000; at 1530 hours a board meeting was held; where Richard Huntly took the

minutes;  also present was Martin and Ken and behold a complete stranger, some one I had no

knowledge named David Anderson who had no rights to had been there.

Everything which you are reading here can be found in full details in my books that were

written at the time these events took place, so have no need to go into full details here.

6
th

 December 2000 at 1415 hours; there arrives at this address Matthias Schabert, Hermaum

Riedell and Dieter Burr from Germany. As individuals there is no problem, they were great

group as friends.
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FACT: This is Matthias Schabert from Germany in this house as I started to rebuild again from

the last robbery committed at my last home which was 13 Blackburn. Matthias is a clever man.

FACT: As I gather pace in the redevelopment program here we see again Matthias is working

on his laptop seen on the right side. On the left front is Helmut Menne, Dieter Burr in the

reddish top, all from Germany. The date of this photo was 11
th

 June 2001. Thus there was not a

great difference in the progress from above shot to this one. My pension money does not allow

me to make a massive change quickly.
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FACT: Photo taken from the window end 11.06.2001.

FACT: We see Helmut and Dieter. In the centre is the 19” rack assembly under construction

when I have the money for parts and time to construct. It is to test under load operations the

latest parts of modern technology for a major project intended to be completed by the end of

2003. But alas the robbery in August of that year stop that program dead therefore that work

will not appear in this article.
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315 FACT: Here is proof that I do accept help from the public contrary to that which you read on

the websites. Many people are listed here that has helped me and this article is proving that

point.
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316 I wonder if some of those idiots stating that I do not accept their help, related to the mail, I have

on record claiming this in one month’s time they will have millions and will start to invest

millions in this work. Years go by and back they come with the same claim hoping that I

forgotten their last claim.

You may think is funny; but I felt sad for them, because why on earth they have to imagine

something to impress or obtain attention from strangers. It does not impress me to have to add

another name to my list of crack pots.

317 The next two pages will show this work done by Helmut. I have never taken credit for work

done by others for me. I show who was involved and how they were involved.

318 This is a story of a man’s life’s work now a few days from his 74
th

 birthday means it is a very

long story to know the whole truth that was and is still involved.

319 In the past I was famous for an entirely different field of this work; which strangely was the

only source of income that created such a rapid advance in this field of knowledge; the S.E.G.

failed to attract interest, it only gave me the space of one inch square in the Evening Standard of

that period.

While the other part of my life; articles would without doubt fill this entire room from floor to

ceiling. I am not kidding you and that may well be an understatement.

If you cannot help this work; then better keep silent that way you will not appear to be a fool!
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FACT: Here is page one of Helmut efforts to help me, so you can witness people do help me from all

over the globe and that is also a FACT. Sometimes in the form of money, at least that was the case

some years ago, but something extremely rare today.
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FACT: Here is the proof of the second page of the work undertaken by Helmut. In the approach to new technology; thinking plays a vital role where every

issue becomes important, regardless how unimportant that issue appears on its own. That is where I win and others loose.
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320 And this is what it’s all about:

FACT: This is the S.E.G. (Searl Effect Generator) which every one wants to own full control of

it, who can do with what it and how.

Such a condition is utterly impossible, for no one person can own and control it.

No man can own the day, but nature gives the rights to all men to use it.

Likewise, no man can own and control this technology for himself, but all men shall have the

rights to use it in the interest of Planet Earth’s well being; so that all life forms may have the

opportunity to recover and survive the problems now introduced by man’s greed of possession.

321 The insanity of the world is such that they buy the artist painting for one million pounds only

after the artist is dead and has been so for a long time. No way does he / she benefit from this

insanity.

Step two: the buyer dies he / she cannot take this painting with them; as they have been trashed

by nature because their body is no longer of value to nature, thus you have to return to the dust

that you were, where is the sanity in this action of killing yourself to obtain that money in the

first place, just to squander it on an item whose actual value is just to fill a space on your wall.

In reality, you could have saved a million in this planet from death. Unfortunate you lack the

intelligence that has blinded you from the reality around you; even though during the last twelve

months over a million people have died, who should still be alive. You still feel that you are

safe, where in reality you and your family may be next on the list to follow them to an early

grave. Life is not a guarantee, you have to earn it; paying such amounts of money for a mere

painting does not give you those rights of life.
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323 The only way forward as I have present in my books and with my teams is as follows:

FACT: What is so difficult for our different groups to appreciate that they cannot own it as it is

far to massive for one man; to be honest and fair to the whole planet in which there is no other

choice but to be united world wide; and be seen as such by all nations.

I stand for this planet as one planet and it is our home. The health of the planet affects

everything on it and there is none other for us. At this time there is a cancer spreading across its

face destroying everything that is good, yet fools are protecting its growth, instead of helping to

kill it before all that is good has been destroyed; precisely what Adolf  Hitler wanted to

achieved but failed.

That gang that robbed me of the equipment have done the same in only a different approach.

They have taken away your birthright of having a better, cleaner and healthier world to live in

for you and your family.  I have suffered and gone without to give to you and this planet

precisely what it needs a system of energy that is clean, transport that is clean and all those

subjects, which I discuss throughout my books, could be yours today; except for those few who

want to control you.
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323 Throughout my books, I have given great praise to all the Germans who have been associated in

working with me on the S.E.G. technology. They have all been great and extremely happy with

what they were doing for me.

FACT: Yes this is Dieter Burr from Germany, a really wonderful man to know who is here in

my home; it has been fun discussing this technology with him.
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FACT: Is this kind of League of Nations: that is united for peace and good will for the benefits

of Planet earth and all life forms that is required for a healthy planet; so that this animal termed

Homo sapiens could and would be living in a paradise that is impossible at this time to

experience.

What is that so hard to appreciate is that the failure of our education system, and if so, what can

we do to change this situation for the benefit of Planet Earth?

All around us is a war that is going on, not pending, it is here and now; the war of survival

which is growing every day in strength against us; not for us. Therefore, if we claim to be

human then it is time to prove that matter; from here, it appears to be far from true.

If we are proud to state that we are educated, better do something fast to prove it, because the

reality of the evidence I am witnessing do not support that claim. That is also a FACT!
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324 Since 1963 I have used two types of symbols to represent what I stand for that is my copyright.

These are the two, which official people throughout the world have seen in communications

from me personally.

FACT:  These symbols are still in massive use today, and will be until I die.

It stands for:

“THERE IS ONLY ONE PLANET AND LIFE SHOULD BE FREE TO TRAVEL

WHEREVER IT’S REQUIRED AND WHENEVER IT IS NEEDED”.

Another term used by me since 1956 is:

“SWALLOW COMMAND”

Seek with all learning, love overrules war.

My life has been devoted towards planet Earth health and well being, in hope I could do

something to help it heal from world war two, alas how can I win; when so many of you are

destroying it; faster then it can be healed; without a care for the future of our children.

That is the reason why I cannot sign any agreement that in the eyes of the world it appears that

one man controls what you can have or do. That policy cannot be an accepted.

Unfortunately, that is rather what each of the contracts that Dieter presented to me; it had one

paragraph that said it all. John Thomas under such a signed contract would have to surrender all

his agreements with me and then Dieter would then tell him what he can and can’t do.

This is insane; Germany has successfully produced two world wars; no way can I be a signature

to the third one. STOP, THINK, ACT do you really think that the world would accept one

German to tell it what it can and can’t do.

I spent so much time trying to get Dieter to understand that no one can own it. His contract must

represent Germany nothing else nothing more. He would be responsible for what Germany did

in reference to this technology. John Thomas would be responsible for what North America did

in reference to this technology. Likewise I will be responsible for what the UK did in reference

to this technology. Every country that operated in a human fashion would be welcome to join in

this development work and the plan shown here is an illustration what I see as the correct and

proper solution forward for peace and goodwill throughout the world.
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325 Let me show another two photos of this team, it shows this room as I slowly build up the

equipment to start that rebuilding. Now having to rebuild again for the fifth time is unfortunate

and it will not be in this house.

FACT: The German group under S.I.S.R.C. GERMANY.

FACT: The German group at this house in the early days of moving in here. All this has to be

rebuilt when I move.
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FACT: Illustration of our plan target of development, note it shows clearly that a roller is a set, which

represent a device that in many ways is similar to that of an IC.
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A concept for Research and development.

PROJECT.

1 A new concept for the production of electrical energy that creates no pollution during its

operational life.

2 No maintenance required.

3 No operational cost.

4 Tailor made for any output requirement.

STRUCTURAL CRITERA.

1 Structure contains three plates:

a. Ring 1.

b. Ring 2.

c. Ring 3.

In addition, 66 roller sets.

d. Ring 1 contains 12 roller sets.

e. Ring 2 contains 22 roller sets

f. Ring 3 contains 32 roller sets.
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2 A roller set contains eight segments, each one being an individual magnetic device.

3 Both the plates and roller sets designed and manufactured from the same four materials.

4 The 66 roller sets consist of 528 segments and amounts to 2112 component parts.

5 The three large plates contain 12 component parts.

6 It is high precision power device engineered with 2124 total component parts.

7 To be enclosed or housed in an insulated container that can be wall mounted.

Market targets.

8 This power device is targeted for the following markets:

1 Domestic.

2 Hospitals.

3 Commercial properties.

4 Rail systems.

5 Road transport systems.

6 Satellites power devices.

Manufacture.

9 China is probability the best district for the manufacturing of the magnetic layer of both the

plates and the roller segments.

10 Magnetising for security reasons better performed in-house.

11 The four layers that make up a segment unit are as follows:

1 The collector layer = a rare earth material.

2 The control gate = an insulator layer.

3 The accelerator = an magnetic layer

4 The emitter = a metal which generates eddy currents in a magnetic field.

12 China might prove suitable for the manufacture of the other three layers.

13 Assembly should be done in-house.

Equipment required.

14 Magnetiser (must the developed for this technology)

Press equipment to assemble the component parts.

A workshop and lab with living quarters for the staff.
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Test equipment such as storage oscilloscope, signal generators, gauss meters, etc.

15 Test equipment should be of a 19” rack mounting system for neatness of appearance and

cable management.

Finance requirements

16 House (living quarter’s 5 - 7 bedrooms containing large workshop and two garages)

£350.000 to £400,000

Press for layer system assembly requirements £500 to £1,000

Electronic test equipment £50,000 to £75,000

Computer software £11,000 to £15,000

Racking and work bench and cable trunk system £1,000 to £1,500

China material cost manufacturing Plates / roller sets £10,000

17 The cost from China based on making moulds for the parts, once made the cost drops unless

one breaks in the processing of the components.

18 Wages for each member involved discussed on an individual basis.

Secretary to cope with ordering, answering telephone, accounts wages, telephone and

energy bills, building taxes, etc.

Project development window

19 Two years for the development, testing and proving mass production systems.

Project code name

20 The title of this project hereafter is the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.)

Project objective

21 Design and build a pollution free energy device that generates on demand electrical power

at a constant rate.

22 Market price per unit would drop as manufacture output increases.

23 Power output relates to the power unit’s weight ratio and no fuel consumption is required.




